
BaseN – Global IoT Operator

ANY THING SPIME ANYSCALE



Industry 4.0: Spime enables mass-
customisation

Spime comes into existence before anything
is manufactured. Spime starts collecting
information right away and continues
recording the entire lifecycle of the product.
By that, manufacturers learn more about
how their product is actually used, which
allows them to continuously improve their
products and to develop new services for
their customers and end-users. The
customer relationship will become eternal.

Spimes on the Industrial Internet (of Things)

Spimes are the core objects of the Internet
of Things (IoT). Whereas the IoT itself is
about simply connecting everything, real
value comes from securely hosting complex
algorithms, which analyze and control all the
connected things.

All data coming from the thing and its
environment throughout the entire lifecycle, as
well as every piece of programming that
enables control functionalities, make up the
thing’s spime, its logical brain and therefore
master object. BaseN Platform is where spimes
live.

Enter spime: transform and emerge your business with BaseN
BaseN enables the transformation from product to service business in any industry.
We digitalize and connect your new and traditional industry products.

BaseN provides new ways to capture, store, process, analyze, visualize, and control
extreme volumes of things and data real-time, which enables next generation digital
businesses to greatly improve what they do and how they do it.

BaseN Platform provides the required scalability for hosting millions of things and
the associated complex algorithms, which analyze and control all the things.

Product is manufactured

Product goes to store

Product is sold

End of story

Spime is created

Product is
manufactured and sold

Eternal relationship
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Business on BaseN

Remote monitoring of patient health data like blood pressure, heart
rate, glucose levels, body temperature, weight, sleep and activity
data coming from wearable and medical devices

Digitally and remotely managing each and every component in the
car once it is manufactured, transforming the car into an ever
improving service continuum

Combining all consumption information (water, electricity, heating
energy) with home control features, e.g. remotely switching off lights
and specific sockets

Gathering measurement data from smart meters, renewable energy
sources, inverters, transformers, and any other energy device that
collects or sends data

The extensible BaseN Platform is ideal for collecting, storing,
analysing and visualising IoT data coming from RFID tags and
sensors

RFID & sensors

Spime brings smart data analytics and
remote control for cutting-edge comfort in
home management

BaseN arranges any gathered information in a context that is
relevant to you and your customers
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Smart energy

Smart buildings

Connected cars

Digital Health



#spime


